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Abstract
Virtual machines are today at the core of a very large portion of the code
that runs our everyday lives. Their relative performance and character-
istics are of high significance for society indirectly and few other are as
impactful as the JVM. In this thesis, we examine the possibility to speed
up stack tracing on HotSpot and OpenJDK by implementing a return
barrier. The barrier is implemented by overwriting the return program
counter on the top frame with a function that re-installs itself on the
frame below every time it’s executed. Because of this, the barrier acts
as a “low water mark” and we then leverage that fact to enable Java
Flight Recorder to cache the section of the stack that has already been
traversed before. While the first implementation of such a cache did not
prove successful in terms of performance improvement we look at costs
and benefits of different steps in the implementation and highlight where
future use the barrier might be attempted.
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Sammanfattning
Virtuella maskiner är idag i hjärtat av en stor del av den kod som styr
våra dagliga liv. Deras prestanda och funktionalitet är indirekt mycket
viktig för samhället och få har så stor påverkan som JVM:en. I den här
uppsatsen så undersöker vi möjligheten att snabba upp stack tracing på
Hotspot och OpenJDK genom att implementera en returbarriär. Den
här barriären implementeras genom att skriva över returprogramräkna-
ren med en som pekar till en funktion som installerar sig själv på ramen
under varje gång den körs. På grund av detta så går den att använda som
ett lågvattenmärke och vi utnyttjar detta för att få Java Flight Recorder
att kunna återanvända den delen av stacken som redan har traverse-
ras tidigare. Även om det första försöket inte var framgångsrikt när det
kommer till att snabba upp prestandan så tar vi en detaljerad titt på
kostnaderna och fördelarna med de olika stegen i implementationen och
ger råd i hur man skulle kunna använda en sådan här barriär i framtiden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtual Machines (VMs) can refer to many things but in the context of
programming, they refer to the abstract environment that the code is
being executed in. They are a common tool to simplify many things
when writing code, everything from automated memory management to
platform independence and many other benefits. They are used for a sig-
nificant amount of the code that is written today and their relative perks
and performance compared to native code has a large effect on how the
code is written. Since a VM usually needs to do abstract operations on
the code while it is executing, the VM needs to hijack and/or pause the
execution at some point. The general name for these techniques is called
barriers, abstract potential stopping points for code execution. The spe-
cific type of barrier that is intended to be used for this project is the
return barrier. A return barrier is implemented through overwriting the
return pointer to the calling stack frame with a pointer to a set of instruc-
tions that does something before returning the control of the execution
back to the program. The goal of this thesis is to implement such a
barrier on a VM with the purpose of improving the performance of stack
tracing. The intent is for this to direct or indirect lead to improvements
in debugging, crash analysis and performance profiling.

The implementation will be done in the HotSpot JVM (Java Virtual
Machine) of OpenJDK which is a state-of-the-art open-source VM. To
easily distinguish the return barrier implementation from the base ver-
sion, the implementation will be referred to as Hotspot RB, where RB
stands for Return Barrier. There are many challenges that exist with
working on a VM such OpenJDK compared to working with a research
VM. There are both multiple JIT (Just In Time) compilers and dynamic
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

loading of code which sometimes requires deoptimization of code that
is already executing. Since this exact optimization has not been imple-
mented before on a similar VM, it is uncertain what is to be expected but
a general speedup in stack tracing and a huge speedup in some special
cases is anticipated. There are many considerations with the implemen-
tation regarding everything from increased cache misses to what kind of
interactions this optimization will have with other features. Examples
of such interactions are other features that depend on the state of the
stack or overhead from attaching more meta-information to the thread
state. Since this project has the intent of being a prototype for a poten-
tial implementation on the OpenJDK open-source project, the benefits
that apply to the Hotspot JVM will hopefully benefit the open-source
community as a whole.

1.1 Intended readers
The central topic for this thesis is the concept of a VM and how the code
execution flow is controlled and optimized. A reader who is interested
in either code execution performance or VMs might benefit from reading
this paper. The reader is expected to have a solid understanding of how
the code is actually executed and the basics of how a VM works. A solid
understanding of how to write performant C/C++ will make it signifi-
cantly easier to grasp the details of the implementation and discussions
around cache locality.

1.2 Ethics and Sustainability
This work has no ethical implications and very little relevance regarding
sustainability. Since this work regards abstract code execution and effi-
ciency improvements it could be argued that the theoretical efficiencies
gained from this would have an effect on energy efficiency and hence limit
the amount of resources being used.

1.3 Research Question
How can return barriers be implemented on a VM for the purpose of
speeding up stack tracing and what are the ramifications of such an im-
plementation in regards to interactions with other stack-based features?
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To answer this research question, two things are presented. First,
a complete design and implementation of return barriers for Oracle’s
HotSpot JVM, the most widely-used industry-standard JVM. Secondly,
a comprehensive experimental evaluation using a range of real-world Java
applications running on the extended JVM.

To help with answering the overarching research question the fol-
lowing more explicit questions are asked to help guide our reasoning
regarding the impact of the implementation.

• RQ1: What impact does the adding of a return barrier have on the
general performance of Hotspot.

• RQ2: How does the relative depth of the stack impact the value
given by the return barrier.

• RQ3: How long time does the individual operations of installing,
taking, re-installing the barrier take.

• RQ4: What are the expected gains from using the barrier in some
common cases.

1.4 Problem definition
The base of the assignment is to implement a return barrier on a real-
world VM to keep track of how many of the frames from the last recorded
stack trace that can be reused. This would on a naive VM be easy to
implement but there are many other features on the Hotspot JVM such
as the JIT and deoptimizations which has complex interactions with the
stack, making this task anything but trivial. The purpose is, therefore, to
try to implement the barrier, document the problems/interactions that
occur and evaluate the result of the attempted speedup.
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Background

2.1 Virtual Machines
A VM is a program that handles the execution of code. The reason it
is called a VM is that a lot of the implementations looks like it could
be a physical machine, usually running code that looks very much like
machine code. There can be very many reasons for using a VM, but
the biggest ones in the context of running programs written in languages
such as of Java, it is a simplified programming model and portability.

The simplified programming model means that the programmers do
not need to know the physical details of the machine and they are enabled
to use a much higher level of programming with features such as garbage
collection, on the fly optimizations and runtime polymorphism. It also
makes many things easier to implement for a lot of languages since it
separates the concern of implementing many features to be one of simple
grammar and syntax from having to consider hardware level concerns.

The interoperability means that the programmer only have to write
the code once and then be able to run the code anywhere as long as the
code is keept within the boundaries of the VM and does not call any
external code such as code written in C.

It also makes it much easier to create new languages since once the
VM has been created, the developers only have to target this simplified
model when compiling the code. This can easily be seen by a large
number of languages that target the JVM. There is, for example, Scala,
Clojure, Kotlin and Groovy not to mention the dozens of ports of already
existing languages, all running on the JVM.

Since the VM also has a lot of context available at runtime it is a
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lot simpler to support proper exception handling with lots of contextual
information.

2.2 Return barrier
A return barrier is a piece of code that is implemented by overwriting
the return pointer of a function call and point it to a piece of code that
will do some work, usually called a trampoline method. That work can
be anything and depending on the use the execution can continue where
the hijacked pointer pointed to originally.

Figure 2.1: Example of stack with return barrier.

As can be see in the figure 2.1 a barrier has installed between frame
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D and C. The trampoline method is aware of both the frame pointer and
the return address of method C. The barrier will have the frame pointer
to frame C but have the PC (Program Counter) for that of the trampo-
line method. This would mean that any code that would be executing
would need to be very careful of what it does since it has a frame pointer
it probably should be careful with. If the barrier wants to appear trans-
parent it has to make sure that it doesn’t overwrite any registers that
contain values that have been restored from the return nor overwrite any
return values. This leaves a very small amount of registers available to
do any real work.

1 movl %edi , −8(%rbp )
2 movq %r s i , −16(%rbp )
3 movq %rax , %rd i
4 movq %rcx , %r s i

Figure 2.2: The return barrier code

The example trampoline code 2.2, shows a barrier that keeps track of
the “low water mark”. This has been used in other implementations for
purposes such as garbage collection by Yuasa[16] and others.

2.3 Java Flight Recorder
Java Flight Recorder (JFR) is a profiling tool that gets its information
straight from the runtime. It can be used for most types of debugging
and profiling and it’s a commonly used tool in the Java community. Until
recently it has been a closed-source tool owned by Oracle but has recently
been released as FOSS (Free Open Source Software). Since JFR has been
developed in conjunction with OpenJDK it is highly integrated with the
way Hotspot works.

The JFR tries to not have any significant impact on performance and
is hence very limited on what can be attempted. The stated goal is to
keep the performance impact at less than one percent. This means that
the program is very limited in how much information can be collected and
how often it can collect this information. It comes with tuning parameters
and it’s common for users to have to tell it to collect deeper stacks since
they aren’t getting all the information that they need. This problem
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has been aggravating over the years as more and bigger frameworks have
been developed and increased in usage. The frameworks usually do a lot
of very generic setup that stores a lot of information on the stack. This
usually results in very deep stacks with most of the stack being static.

2.4 Stack tracing
A stack trace is a representation of the code on the stack in the form of
a report. This report is usually given in the form of a list of function
calls with calling information, such as parameters and from which lines
the call originated. While there are a plethora of theoretical use cases
for stack tracing, the most common ones are when something is wrong
or when more information is needed, such as in the case of profiling.

When something is wrong, such as in the case when a program en-
counters an error at runtime, it is usually important to be given as much
information as possible about the state of the program. The amount of
information that the program can give when encountering an error de-
pends greatly on the runtime environment and which error the program
encountered. With products as JFR, multiple stack traces can be taken
throughout the execution of the program and multiple stack traces can
be given to the programmer as part of trying to figure out what went
wrong.

When more information is needed for profiling, such as when a pro-
grammer is looking for a bottleneck, stack tracing is usually used to get
the required information. Here, the major consideration is the tradeoff
between accuracy and cost. To be able to know what part of the code
takes the most amount of time we need to know in which part of the code
most of the time is spent. While it sounds like a simple case of sampling
it usually has too high of a cost to do naively. To continuously trace the
entire stack is too costly. While a high cost might be far more accept-
able when doing performance measurements in a testing environment, it
usually prevents the use in production which yields more accurate per-
formance values. There is also the problem that naive sampling doesn’t
play well with optimizations since it makes it hard to correlate the op-
timized pieces of code with actual lines of code and/or functions. Since
what is usually interesting is the performance at runtime with optimized
code and not interpreted code, this makes for a bad fit. There is also
the case that samples can’t necessarily be taken all the time because of
restrictions on the VM. The way to solve some of the accuracy errors is
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to do stack tracing to see which paths end up being used a lot. This, on
the other hand, can be even more costly and ends up resulting in even
fewer samples. This, on the other hand, can usually be solved by having
the program run for a longer period of time to get more samples.

2.5 Work stealing
Work stealing is a scheduling strategy in parallel computing that effi-
ciently distributes tasks among a pool of workers. The basic design con-
sists of work queues for threads that other threads can steal from. The
runtime provides all the context necessary to perform the work. This
work stealing can be very efficient, especially when all processors have
work to do. There are some costs though, both sequential costs that oc-
cur regardless of the fact that if any stealing occurs, and dynamic costs
that occur when a task is stolen.

Work stealing is contrasted to work sharing which is when the work
is scheduled to different processes at spawn time. The benefit of work
stealing is that it reduces process migrations when all processors have
work to do which has a significant cost associated with it.

The history of work stealing goes back to functional programming lan-
guages in the 1980s and lazy task creation in Lisp[12]. It is for example
used in the scheduler in the Java fork/join framework[10] and the .NET
Task Parallel Library[11]. There are also language based implementa-
tions such as X10[3] and Cilk which contrasts the framework solutions of
Java and .NET[9].

2.6 Continuations
Continuations is an abstract concept, representing the control state of a
program. The continuation is a data structure containing a snapshot of
the state of the program at the time it was paused or created. It is a com-
mon low-level abstraction to utilize when realizing control mechanisms
such as exceptions, generators, coroutines, etc.

Continuations are used with many other models such as the Actor
model[5], lambda calculus, process calculi, etc. There is also a lot of
functionality that can be described as continuations such as generators
in Python, continuations in Scala, monads in functional programming
and threads.
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2.7 Deoptimization
When compiling code it can usually be very beneficial to attempt to do
speculative optimizations. This includes things like assuming monomor-
phism, assuming that there will be no exceptions[17] and many other
assumptions. The general problem with making speculative assumptions
is that sometimes those assumptions will be wrong. When this happens
the incorrectly optimized code needs to be switched out and be replaced
with a slower, but correct version of the code. This can either be a
compiled version or a switch to interpreted mode. Either way, it’s a dif-
ficult transformation and usually a slow one. For some of the incorrect
assumptions such as errors, it might be sufficient to simply replace the
function on top but with cases such as incorrectly assuming that a class
was monomorphic, this might have lead to incorrect inlinings and a lot
of code has to be replaced in other parts of the stack. Since this very
likely would increase the size of the stack this could shift the entire stack
at a high cost. To avoid the cost of shifting the stack it is generally
preferable to wait until we are back at the frame that needs to be deop-
timized. Then we wouldn’t have to worry about shifting any other part
of the stack. However, to do this we would need to make sure that we
do the deoptimization at the exact point that we are returning from the
function above. To do this we would either have to check the function we
return to every time we do a return which is too costly or we implement
a return barrier[6].

2.8 Garbage collection
GC (Garbage Collection) which is a form of automatic memory man-
agement has been around since 1959 and has been the focus of a lot of
research over the years since it has been a cornerstone of almost all high-
level languages. The basis for garbage collection is the concept of roots
and reachability. Roots are the objects/memory that can be directly
reached from some scope and it is these roots combined with all that
can be reached directly or indirectly from these roots that constitute the
non-garbage. Everything else can be collected as garbage.

The primary concerns for GC algorithms are usually a tradeoff be-
tween runtime overhead, total memory usage, maximum GC pause times
and total GC pause times. Usually, these priorities come in conflict
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when deciding things such as how often the GC should run and similar
decisions. There are also a lot of heuristics involved to achieve good per-
formance in the average case. For VMs such as Hotspot, there are many
different GC algorithms available tuned to specific workload characteris-
tics and priorities. The solution to difficult tradeoffs is sometimes simply
to let users make some of those decisions themselves. On Hotspot, there
are also many parameters that can be tuned to get maximum perfor-
mance out of the different algorithms.

Many famous researchers have made their name in the field of GC
such as Dijkstra[4] who contributed majorly to the field. In the beginning,
there was a lot of focus on raw performance or more specifically batch
performance. As time went on and multicore systems started appearing,
a lot of focus was spent on real-time systems[15]. Because of the even
larger clusters that are being used in modern environments, even more
focus has been put on parallelism and localizing memory usuage[1].

2.9 Java Microbenchmark Harness
JMH (the Java Microbenchmark Harness) is a heavily relied upon testing
framework/harness for the JVM to do hi-precision testing and analysis of
the JVM. It is heavily integrated and does a lot of the configuration and
even some basic statistical analysis of the different runtimes. It is con-
figurable for parameters such as warmup time, forks, profiling and many
more. When testing individual aspects of the JVM it is the recommended
go-to tool for the job.

2.10 DaCapo
The DaCapo benchmark suite[2] is a collection of open-source, real-world
applications with non-trivial memory loads. These are usually used as
a reference when doing measurements for both research and production
implementations of the JVM. Historically when working on JVM imple-
mentations the DaCapo testing framework has been used extensively.
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Related work

3.1 GC algorithms
Different GC algorithms have different priorities and many of the recently
developed ones have had a focus on either real-time systems and/or paral-
lelism. There have been some new algorithms invented and improvements
to old ones have been suggested. One example was the improvements to
the snapshot algorithm that was proposed and tested by Yuasa[15]. It
was for Kyoto Common Lisp and showed that a single-core real-time sys-
tem could be implemented. He later introduced the return barrier in the
context of GC algorithms and proved it to be very useful for speeding up
the stack scanning significantly[16]. He used the barrier to keep track of
“low water mark” of the stack since the last GC scan. This “low water
mark” combined with the fact that it is impossible to manipulate parts
of the stack other than the topmost frame, meant that the work of scan-
ning the stack could be cached. Effectively meaning that only work that
had to be done was from the “low water mark” and upwards. He also
implemented it for a multi-core system finding it equally relevant there.

A few years later it was shown on the JeRTy VM that an equivalent
implementation could be done for Java[13]. This idea was then much
further improved by an implementation of a lock-free, concurrent and
incremental stack scanning by Kliot et al.[7]. Here, the stack scanning is
done by other threads while the mutator thread continues uninterrupted.
The only overhead that occurs is when returning and the mutator thread
has to do the work of invalidating the references from the target frame.
This was then also combined with memory compacting implementations
that deferred as much work as possible when it came to updating pointers.

11
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The implementation also made heavy use of CAS (compare and swap)
to synchronize the threads efficiently.

3.2 Work stealing
When doing language-level work stealing, it is possible to use the stack
itself for storing the continuations and doing the stealing[9]. The prob-
lem with doing this is the fact that doing so makes it unsafe for the
thread to return to a continuation lower down in its own stack without
performing some handshaking or checks first. One solution is to simply
stop the execution of the victim thread before stealing, hence ensuring
that the stack is safe to traverse for the victim before letting it continue.
This stopping and starting is unnecessary costly in the case when the
thief would have finished the stealing long before the victim would have
returned to that point. The problem is that it’s impossible to know when
that will happen without some special mechanism.

A solution for this is the use of return barriers[8]. Since return barriers
have no cost unless installed this means that the cost is entirely dynamic
and there is no need for handshaking until stealing occurs. When the
stealing does occur the victim thread can continue working as if nothing
is happening until it returns and enters the return barrier. When this
happens, the thread has all the information it needs to continue working
at the appropriate frame. This leaves the thief free to work undisturbed
and can freely move the barrier as needed. The barrier also provides a
reference point for the thieves on where to search for something to steal,
greatly cutting down the work needed to find something they are able to
steal.

3.3 Continuations
While there exist many approaches to implementing continuations the
most prevalent one is by stack copying. This is done by copying the
entire stack to the heap. The problem this creates is that there is a lot
of work involved when copying the entire stack. One of the tactics to
avoid having to copy more than necessary is to try to delay the copying
as long as possible and hope that the continuation has become garbage
before we even return to the frames in question[14].

The trick for making this possible is the use of return barriers. When
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we want to create a continuation we do so without copying the stack in
question and install a return barrier instead. When the function returns
one of two things will happen. Either the continuation is still alive, at
which point we actually do the copying, or it has become garbage and
we do not have to concern ourselves with doing the work. This technique
also allows for the continuations to share the stack in a similar manner
and can greatly reduce the pressure on the garbage collector.

Another optimization that can be made possible with return barri-
ers is the lazy loading of stacks, especially relevant for the use in asyn-
chronous code. Here it is possible to have millions of continuations that
can be alive and usually waiting for something. The async use case is
a bit special in that it requires constant evaluation, yet because of its
use case can result in very many defers before any actual work is done.
This means that it is very common for the stack to be loaded, a few
instructions executed, only for it to be loaded back to the stack. This
means that from a performance perspective it can be highly relevant to
keep this operation as fast as possible. If both the loads both to and
from the stack could be avoided a lot of time can be saved. By only
loading the top frame and installing a return barrier that loads the rest
of the frames it is possible to only have to load one frame in all the cases
where no return is made. The speedup of this optimization is most likely
linear to the size of the average continuation frame. It should be noted
though that if the continuations are constructed in such a manner that
the stacks are very small this optimization is likely to have little to no
effect.
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Method

The goal of this thesis is to implement a return barrier on Hotspot (re-
ferred to as Hotspot RB) and try to use it to improve stack tracing. The
reason to do it on Hotspot and not on a simpler research VM is because of
the complexity of Hotspot. This allows us to judge how it interacts with
other features and how useful it’s actually going to be in the industry.

Figure 4.1: Overview of code execution on Hotspot.

14
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Roadmap:

• In the next section, a possible approach for how to solve the prob-
lem will be explained .

• Then there will be a section pertaining to the challenges of such an
implementation.

• After that, there will be a short accessible presentation of the de-
sign.

• Finally there is a more detailed one for the more curious reader.

The basics of our approach are going to be to overwrite the return PC
(Program Counter) on the current top frame with one pointing into our
barrier code. The code is going to install a pointer to itself on the next
frame and then continue executing the original PC for the frame that the
program was returning to. Hotspot RB is going to have a few key parts.
The first is to generate the barrier code itself. The second is going to be
to allocate storage on every thread for the original PC for the current
top frame. The third is going to be the installation of the barrier on the
top frame from JFR (Java Flight Recorder). And finally, the barrier is
going to have to used for a speedup which might require storing even
more information on the thread object.

4.1 Challenges
When implementing the barrier there are several considerations. When
the barrier is installed, it replaces the return PC and then installs itself
on the next frame when executed. This means that any other part of
Hotspot that uses the PC for anything has to be changed in some way to
retain the current behavior. The two basic solutions are to either change
the code that wants the PC or to change the abstract getter functions
that fetch the PC and then in case of the barrier being there, return the
real PC. There are, of course, different problems with both approaches.
Changing the behavior of the code that uses the PC usually requires a
deep understanding of both what the code is doing and why. Considering
the time restrictions of the project this was concluded not to be feasible
as a primary approach. The other solution which is to return the real
PC has obvious problems in itself. The biggest one being that if the code
that requires the PC actually calls the real PC instead of the barrier,
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the barrier is lost forever. This requires the implementation to either
refactor the calling code or to accept the loss of the barrier. Since this
implementation is intended as an optimization the loss of the barrier
can be acceptable as long as it’s not very likely and that this case can
be handled in the stack tracing and barrier installation code without
much trouble. Another use of the barrier would of course probably have
different requirements regarding the stability of the barrier and would
most likely go with a full refactoring of the code.

Installation of the barrier can only be done after any previous barrier
has been restored since there is only one slot to store the PC. This means
that the previous location of the barrier needs to be found. This location
can either be found by traversing the stack or by having it available by
always registering where it is stored in a separate pointer. The problem
here is that it can’t be known what it points to anymore since the memory
is not guaranteed to be valid anymore. This can easily be solved on
Hotspot by comparing it to the current sp since the Java stack is limited
in size. It would also require more operations when taking the barrier
and increase the size of the frame and require logic to check the validity.
Traversing the stack, on the other hand, can be relatively expensive,
especially if the barrier has been dropped since the entire stack needs to
be traversed. If the barrier is still installed, the amount of framse that
is needed to be traverse is the same as the call depth from the frame of
the last barrier execution.

4.2 The approach
The implementation starts with the installation of the return barrier.
The first time this is done, the top frame is fetched, the location of the
PC is found, it’s copied into a variable on the thread and replaced with
our barrier. It can be known that there is a previous barrier installed if
the current value on the thread is null. When the barrier is installed again
and the value isn’t null the stack is searched for the previous installation
and if found, the old barrier is restored with the original value that is
stored in the thread. If it was not restored, the value would be lost
forever. If the barrier has been lost, a full search of the entire stack
will be done until it can be concluded that such is the case. This is
an expensive operation to do and something that should be avoided if
possible.

When the code is run and the barrier is executed it will roughly
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perform the following steps.

• Load original PC from thread to a register.

• Save the registers.

• Call into the VM. (function call)

• Check if the PC points to code for the interpreter.

• Look up the location of the PC based on the previous check.

• Change the PC on the next frame

• Return to the barrier code

• Load registers

• Call original PC to continue

Here it can clearly be see that there are a few interesting things. First,
the PC is loaded into a register and then some registers are saved. The
registers are stored because a call into the VM is going to be made and
while in the VM the saved PC is going to be changed, so the original
PC needs to stored somewhere else before a call into the VM is made.
The work of locating the next return PC can only be done from the VM
since we need to do complicated checks to find out where to look for the
PC since its location can vary. In the case of the frame not being an
interpreted frame we need to look find out where the return PC would
be for that specific compiled frame. After installing the return barrier
on the next frame we can simply return to our barrier code and continue
execution as if the barrier was never there.

To prevent our solution from interfering too much with other parts
of the code we replace some of the function calls into the frame with
ones that before returning the PC of the frame, it checks if the PC is the
return barrier or not before returning it. This change is the one that has
the highest potential of having a negative impact on the total efficiency
of Hotspot. The other part is that we are storing more data on the thread
object which can always have a negative impact on caching. Fortunately,
our changes add relatively little data to the thread object since we only
need pointers.

Now that we have a return barrier available we need to consider how
to use it to achieve a speed-up in the stack tracing. The first thing that
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needs to be taken into consideration is what design considerations have
been taken when implementing stack tracing. One of the core consid-
erations has been multithreading. To save on the amount of memory
that has to be used for what often is many identical threads running
the same thing there is a global cache of stack traces being stored in a
hashtable. This, of course, means that you need to make sure only one
thread enters a new value into the table. In this implementation, we
restricted ourselves to keep to the current implementation structure and
not introduced new multithreading considerations.

The solution that we chose to go with was to have a shadow stack
on every thread. While the stack tracing code uses a fixed size array
on the stack to save data for execution, the shadow stack was kept as a
fixed size heap object to avoid it having an impact on the caching of the
normal thread object.

The fixed size cache is still used but the data for all already seen
frames are taken from the cache instead of traversing the stack. The
cache also needed to contain all the values that are used when calculating
the hash. After the hash is calculated a lookup is done to see if the exact
frame might already exist the trace is either entered into the hashtable
or compared to the entries on the same slot (depending on if it was found
or not). The comparison could potentially be done as a split between the
thread local array and the cache values on the heap, but for compatibility
with the current implementation, everything is copied to stack local array.

This copying and comparing, unfortunately, end up costing quite a
lot and ends up having quite a detrimental effect on Hotspot RB.

4.2.1 In depth explanation
The barrier is made by generated assembly with manually allocated reg-
isters 4.2. In a normal C++ program on x86, this would not be very
hard since there are a lot of registers that the caller has to save before
calling a function. This is not as easy on Hotspot. While there are a
bunch of “scratch registers” which are free to be used by the VM, it’s
very hard to know which of these that might be clobbered by one of the
generated function calls that has to be called. The number of registers
is also different on different OSes, but fortunately this implementation
only intends to support Linux.

When the barrier installs itself on the next frame (see code listing
4.3) it needs to know where the next PC is. In a normal C++ program
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1 void SharedRuntime : : generate_j fr_stack_trace_blob ( )
{

2 // A l l o ca t e space f o r the code
3 ResourceMark rm ;
4 CodeBuffer bu f f e r ( " j f r_b lob " , 1000 , 512) ;
5 MacroAssembler∗ masm = new

MacroAssembler(&bu f f e r ) ;
6
7 // Entry po in t f o r f unc t i on re turns
8 i n t r e tu rn_o f f s e t = masm−>o f f s e t ( ) ;
9 masm−>push ( rax ) ;
10 masm−>push ( rcx ) ;
11 masm−>push ( rdx ) ;
12 masm−>movptr ( scratch1 ,

j f r_o r i g i na l_re tu rn_addr e s s_o f f s e t ( ) ) ;
13 masm−>push ( s c ra t ch1 ) ;
14 address the_pc = masm−>pc ( ) ;
15 masm−>set_last_Java_frame ( rsp , rbp , the_pc ) ;
16 masm−>call_VM(Address ( r e i n s t a l l _ j f r_b a r r i e r ) ) ;
17 masm−>reset_last_Java_frame ( ) ;
18 masm−>pop ( sc ra t ch1 ) ;
19 masm−>pop ( rdx ) ;
20 masm−>pop ( rcx ) ;
21 masm−>pop ( rax ) ;
22 masm−>jmp( sc ra t ch1 ) ;
23
24 masm−>f l u s h ( ) ;
25 RuntimeStub∗ stub = new_runtime_stub ( " j f r_b lob " ,

&bu f f e r , r e tu rn_o f f s e t ) ;
26 _jfr_return_handler = stub−>code_begin ( ) +

r e tu rn_o f f s e t ;
27 }

Figure 4.2: Simplified version of the barrier code generation. A more
complete version can be found in appendix A.1
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1 void JavaThread : : j f r _ r e i n s t a l l _ b a r r i e r ( ) {
2 _barr ier_counter++;
3 frame current_frame = last_frame ( ) ;
4
5 i f ( current_frame . i s_ f i r s t_ f rame ( ) ) {
6 _j f r_or ig ina l_return_address = NULL;
7 return ;
8 }
9
10 i f ( current_frame . i s_interpreted_frame ( ) ) {
11 _j f r_or ig ina l_return_address =

current_frame . sender_pc ( ) ;
12 ∗( current_frame . sender_pc_addr ( ) ) =

get_jfr_return_handler ( ) ;
13 }
14 e l s e {
15 address return_handler =

get_jfr_return_handler ( ) ;
16 address prev ious_sender =

current_frame . swap_sender_pc ( return_handler ) ;
17 _j f r_or ig ina l_return_address = previous_sender ;
18 }
19 }

Figure 4.3: Re-installing the barrier on the next frame.
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this would be easy, but on Hotspot the code needs call into the VM for
that since figuring out what a frame looks like is far from trivial. Hotspot
can run both interpreted, compiled and native code and they can all look
different. The biggest problem is the JIT compiled code since the size of
it will change over the course of running the program. The effect of this
is that the only way to figure out where the next PC is placed is to call
into the VM where you then can run a few lookups to figure out what
type of frame we are dealing with and where in memory the PC can be
found. While for a normal program, these operations can be considered
lightweight, from a VM’s point of view, they are expensive.

In a pure C++ execution environment, replacing the next return PC
could very simply be implemented in assembly with only a few load/s-
tores in the available registers greatly decreasing the cost of the barrier.
However, as shown here, on Hotspot, this is far from that simple.

When implementing the stack trace cache on Hotspot, there are very
many use cases that have to be taken into consideration. For example,
you can have hundreds of cores available on some of the machines making
any type of synchronization very expensive. It can often be useful to redo
some work in case you need to do some heavy work that could be done
outside of a global lock. This priority ends up effectively eliminating all
solutions that introduce new multithreading considerations to the stack
tracing. It’s not impossible but it was advised to be left as future work.

The plan to get full reuse of the stack across all threads was to switch
to using a tree instead of an array of stack frames. The tree would have
removed the need to save anything more than the different frames. To
actually make the tree have good cache locality they could be allocated
in blocks since the number of entries is known in advance. The details of
such a tree optimization will be left as future work. The biggest hurdle
with taking this route would be how to effectively implement the hashing
algorithm. The current implementation of the hashing algorithm starts
at the top frame effectively creating a hash chain downwards. This would
of course not enable caching of the hash value and would not enable the
full potential, especially in the case of a very large static layer of frames.
The hashing algorithm would need to be changed in some way to make
this work. A simple reversal of the hashing algorithms would not be
optimal since that would require a full copy of every frame value, which
in the worst case is the entire stack. Doable, but it would probably be far
better to use an algorithm that does not require order, similar to primes
multiplied mod N.
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1 void generateStackTrace ( ) {
2 FrameIterator v f s ;
3 bool no_barr ier = true ;
4 while ( v f s . hasNext ( ) ) {
5 unsigned in t tmp_hash = ( unsigned

in t ) ( ( ( s i z e_t )mid >> 2) + ( bc i << 4) + type ) ;
6 _hash = (_hash << 2) + tmp_hash ;
7 _frames [ count ] = JfrStackFrame (mid , bci , type ,

method ) ;
8 Barr ierCache ∗ cache = thread−>_barrier_cache ;
9 i f ( cache != NULL &&

is_j f r_return_handler ( v f s . raw_sender_pc ( ) ) ) {
10 no_barr ier = f a l s e ;
11 _uses_cache = true ;
12 address o r i g i n a l =

thread−>j f r_or i g ina l_re tu rn_addre s s ( ) ;
13 unsigned in t cache_s ize = cache−>_cache_size ;
14 unsigned in t inva l idated_frames =

thread−>_barr ier_counter ;
15 inva l idated_frames −= cache−>_skiped ;
16 unsigned in t cached_count =

cache−>_nr_of_frames − inva l idated_frames ;
17 f o r ( s i z e_t i = 1 ; i < count ; i++) {
18 cache−>_shadowstack [ cache_s ize −

cached_count − count + i ] = _frames [ i ] ;
19 }
20 cache−>_nr_of_frames = cached_count + count −

1 ;
21 count += cached_count ;
22 cache−>_skiped = sk ip ;
23 thread−>_barr ier_counter = 0 ;
24 v f s . next ( ) ;
25 count++;
26 ( ( JavaThread ∗) thread )−>j f r_ i n s t a l l _ b a r r i e r ( ) ;
27 break ;
28 }
29 e l s e {
30 v f s . next ( ) ;
31 }
32 }
33 }

Figure 4.4: Using the cache.
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1 i f ( thread−>_barrier_cache == NULL && _reached_root ) {
2 unsigned in t cache_s ize = 100 ;
3 JfrStackFrame∗ shadowstack =

NEW_C_HEAP_ARRAY( JfrStackFrame , cache_size ,
mtTracing ) ;

4 unsigned in t ∗ hashes = NEW_C_HEAP_ARRAY( unsigned
int , cache_size , mtTracing ) ;

5 f o r ( s i z e_t i = 1 ; i < count ; i++) {
6 shadowstack [ cache_s ize − count + i ] =

_frames [ i ] ;
7 }
8 thread−>_barrier_cache = new

Barr ierCache ( cache_size , count − 1 ,
shadowstack , hashes , sk ip ) ;

9 }
10 i f ( no_barr ier && _reached_root &&

thread−>_barrier_cache != NULL) {
11 Barr ierCache ∗ cache = thread−>_barrier_cache ;
12 f o r ( s i z e_t i = 1 ; i < count ; i++) {
13 cache−>_shadowstack [ cache−>_cache_size − count

+ i ] = _frames [ i ] ;
14 }
15 cache−>_nr_of_frames = count − 1 ;
16 cache−>_skiped = sk ip ;
17 thread−>_barr ier_counter = 0 ;
18 cache−>_wait_count = 0 ;
19 ( ( JavaThread ∗) thread )−>j f r_ i n s t a l l _ b a r r i e r ( ) ;
20 }

Figure 4.5: Installing the barrier from the cache code
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The implemented solution 4.4 basically consists of switching over to
using a per-thread heap cache instead of just a stack local one. In code
listing 4.5 we see how the barrier is installed the first time around com-
pared to how the re-install works. Part of the work is done lazily which
was very important when testing as to avoid interference with other mea-
surements.
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Results

This chapter will present the measurements that were done for this
project. Unfortunately, the measurements here were done on a very weak
laptop with no pinning of processes to cores. This means that there is
more variation in the measurements than what could be wished for. It
should be mentioned though, that for most measurements there have also
been a lot more low-quality measurements done during development that
also support the conclusions in the report. Hopefully, the data presented
here should be sufficient to convince the reader about the conclusions in
the report. For most of these measurements, the same test was also run
multiple times during development with very similar results to the ones
presented here.

Since the goal of this thesis is not only to see how much we can speed
up stack tracing but also to see what impact installing and/or using
return barriers have on the JVM we need to know the total impact on
the JVM, how long time different steps take and what impact using the
barrier for caching stack tracing has.

25
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In the following sections we will present the answers to the following
research questions:

• RQ1: What impact does the adding of a return barrier have on the
general performance of Hotspot.

• RQ2: How does the relative depth of the stack impact the value
given by the return barrier.

• RQ3: How long time does the individual operations of installing,
taking, re-installing the barrier take.

• RQ4: What are the expected gains from using the barrier in some
common cases.

For every research question there is a matching section that answers
that specific question as presented below.

• In section 5.1 we will explore RQ1 and look at what impact the
implementation has on the general performance of the JVM.

• In section 5.2 we look at a variety of stack depths and compare
the unmodified version to two variations of our implementation in
an effort to answer RQ2. Here we will draw conclusions about the
impact that our implementation has on stack tracing performance

• In section 5.3 we will try to extract measurements about how much
time different steps in the implementation takes to answer RQ3 to
the best of our ability.

• In sections 5.4 we run a different set of tests where we have all the
code in place and either install the barrier or not giving an overall
performance measurement. These results can then be compared to
the ones in section 5.2 to make sure that the results agree and there
are no unexpected slowdowns. This result can then be used to try
to answer RQ4.
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5.1 Basic DaCapo test
Unfortunately, this framework had some age-related problems during the
implementation portion of this thesis and some of the tests didn’t run
on the latest version of Hotspot at that time. It seems though that it
has had both a maintenance release and a full refresh during/since the
implementation of this thesis. Since the update wasn’t ready during the
start of the implementation, some of the tests had to be discarded. Hence,
only avrora, fop, h2, jython, luindex, lusearch, lusearch-fix, pmd, sunflow
and xalan tests from the DaCapo test suite was run. The DaCapo tests
are very comprehensive tests and represents code that have much more
realistic workloads than what you can expect from a microbenchmark.
A comprehensive amount of information about some of the tests can be
found in table 5.1. The info comes from the original DaCapo paper[2]
where additional information can be found for the curious reader.

When comparing the boxplot pairs in figure 5.1 and 5.2 we can clearly
see that there doesn’t seem to be a significant statistical difference be-
tween the two versions. This answers RQ1 with “No statistical difference
can be detected after adding a return barrier to Hotspot.” If we wanted
to know for sure though we would need much more accurate testing.

The raw data that was used to generate this info can be found in
appendix B.1 and B.2

Benchmark Classes loaded Methods declared KB of ByteCode
fop 865 5761 206.0
luindex 309 3118 74.3
lusearch 295 2795 65.5
jython 886 9443 462.5
pmd 619 6163 152.4
xalan 552 6562 126.2

Table 5.1: Metrics for the DaCapo tests
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Figure 5.1: Comparing the Hotspot RB (blue) with HotSpot (red)
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Figure 5.2: Comparing the Hotspot RB (blue) with HotSpot (red)
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5.2 Basic JMH JFR test
Here we present the average of running a JMH (Java Microbenchmark
Harness) test 10 times for three different versions of the code. The test
is one of the more basic JMH tests for testing stack depth performance
of JFR. Here we can see the general performance results of the different
versions that were implemented and tested.

In table 5.2 we can see the baseline that we are comparing to. This
is when we are running JFR with an unmodified version of Hotspot.

Stack Depth Score Error Units
DEPTH 0 238.079 ± 4.404 ns/op
DEPTH 1 239.549 ± 6.946 ns/op
DEPTH 128 6441.513 ± 17.439 ns/op
DEPTH 512 27558.955 ± 1156.243 ns/op
DEPTH 2048 112749.455 ± 1510.085 ns/op

Table 5.2: The baseline for an unmodified version of Hotspot

In table 5.3 we can see how the performance changes when we install
the barrier every time but we don’t use the results.

Stack Depth Score Error Units
DEPTH 0 502.300 ± 86.861 ns/op
DEPTH 1 498.051 ± 29.135 ns/op
DEPTH 128 8727.419 ± 85.596 ns/op
DEPTH 512 36032.994 ± 3659.210 ns/op
DEPTH 2048 141744.077 ± 2190.838 ns/op

Table 5.3: Barrier installed but never used

In table 5.4 we can see the overall performance when only installing
the barrier every 100 stack traces.

After looking at these measurements we can draw some conclusions
regarding RQ2. While the relative costs of installing the cache seem
to decrease as you have deeper and stacks, the cost is still very high.
When we change the implementation to only install a new barrier every
100 stack frames we only see a very small, yet statistically significant
performance impact.
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Stack Depth Score Error Units
DEPTH 0 263.725 ± 20.597 ns/op
DEPTH 1 270.265 ± 28.077 ns/op
DEPTH 128 6923.674 ± 38.610 ns/op
DEPTH 512 28626.847 ± 206.619 ns/op
DEPTH 2048 120912.053 ± 899.294 ns/op

Table 5.4: Here we install the barrier every 100 stack traces

5.3 Specific measurements for barrier
Here we conduct a variety of measurements on a stack of depth 20 to try
to get some form of measurement of the individual performance costs of
executing the different parts of the code. The reference to a full search
here is in regards to whether or not a full search of the entire stack is
needed to be done before installing a barrier on the top frame.

TEST Mode Score Error
T0 Baseline of running like normal 18083.579 ms ± 369.482 ms
T1 Install with no search 18830.738 ms ± 183.471 ms
T2 Install with full search 22819.987 ms ± 455.220 ms
T3 Full search install with use 23481.410 ms ± 211.623 ms

Table 5.5: Measurements for running the same tests with different barrier
usage

In table 5.5 we can see some more specific tests designed to get a gen-
eral idea of how long time specific versions of the implementation takes.
We do this by forcing or disabling different parts of the implementation
to be able to extrapolate the data we want from the results.

• T0 This is the baseline with the code in place, but without ever
installing it.

• T1 Here we install the barrier at the top frame but never reinstall
it and never do any searching for any previous installation.

• T2 Here we force a full search of the stack before installing the
barrier. Still not reinstalling the barrier.
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• T3 Here we use the barrier and reinstall it every time but with full
search every time. It should be noted that we will only ever take
the barrier for 3 frames since we never unwind the stack the entire
way.

From this data, we can extrapolate the following facts to answer RQ3.
Taking T1 − T0 we can conclude that installing by itself costs a fair bit.
While a 4.5% difference might not seem like a lot and might be acceptable,
this code will always run even in a best-case scenario and is therefore very
important. But more than that, we can by taking T2−T1 conclude that
at a 21% slowdown, searching through the stack for the previous barrier
is very costly if it’s not found. Since this search is linear in performance
we can later reason about what is a reasonable heuristic. Comparing
T3 − T2 we can see that at only a 2.6% bigger slowdown, taking the
barrier is similarly costly to traversing the stack when searching. This is
not a very surprising result since it’s basically the same operation that
we are doing. Since this is also the same functionality that is used by the
original stack tracer we can reason about how to minimize the number
of traversal steps in total.

5.4 Evaluating the effect of cache usage
The cache implementation that is used in this implementation is a saved
copy of a normal JFR stack trace that is used instead of traversing the
real stack after the return barrier has been encountered. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the cache we run two different versions of the code.
One which installs the barrier and uses the cache, and one which never
installs the barrier and hence never uses the cache. The test being run is
a trivial program that recurse 3 levels down and then takes a stack trace.
As we can see clearly in figure 5.3 and table 5.6 there is a large amount
of variation but they both take a very similar amount of time.

Here we get some indications regarding RQ4. Very little gain can be
expected to be had from using the barrier for stack tracing. There is no
statistical difference to be seen between the two versions.

A simplified version of the test without all the boilerplate can be
found in the appendix in figure A.2
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Test Mean Standard deviation
Use cache 2.083 s 0.1193 s
No cache 2.124 s 0.1138 s

Table 5.6: Measurements for running the same tests with different barrier
usage
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Figure 5.3: Showing the testruns of using the caching solution or not
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Discussion

This thesis have two primary goals. The first is to implement a return
barrier on Hotspot and measure the impact that using it has. The sec-
ond is to use the barrier to speed up stack tracing in JFR (Java Flight
Recorder).

The return barrier was implemented by overwriting the return PC
(Program Counter) on the top frame and then replacing it with a PC
that referred to a piece of code that installed that same barrier on the
next frame. That barrier was then used as a “low water mark” to keep
track of how much of the previous stack tracing that could be reused.

6.1 Conclusions
The first important conclusion that can be drawn from looking at the
data in section 5.1 is that there seems to be no statistically significant
performance regression on Hotspot because of the return barrier imple-
mentation. But since the full Hotspot performance tests were never run,
it can’t be said with certainty. This does indicate that this implementa-
tion is of some relevance in HotSpot for potential speedups.

Regarding the results of the attempted speedup of the stack tracing
itself, while a speedup was observed, it’s not far from being statistically
significant. The main problem here seems to be two-fold. When look-
ing through the code, there was actually less work done related to stack
traversal than expected, instead, object instantiation and hashtable el-
ement comparing (or insertion) seems to play a much more significant
role. The second is that it turned out to be hard to avoid having to tra-
verse the stack and a lot of the traversal ended up mostly being moved

34
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around. It is also generally hard to improve the implementation very
much since it has already been decently optimized and only things that
can be implemented reasonably quickly could be considered.

6.2 Future work
Within this work there is still potential for a speedup in the form of a
tree structure with a different hashing algorithm, but cache invalidation
and thread synchronization would, in this case, be far from trivial. The
biggest obstacle is when the stack traces are flushed and the caches need
to be invalidated. Most implementations would probably risk ending
up with a very costly “stop the world” scenario that is not within the
constraints of JFR’s “measure in production” purpose.
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1 void SharedRuntime : : generate_j fr_stack_trace_blob ( )
{

2 // A l l o ca t e space f o r the code
3 ResourceMark rm ;
4
5 CodeBuffer bu f f e r ( " j f r_b lob " , 1000 , 512) ;
6 MacroAssembler∗ masm = new

MacroAssembler(&bu f f e r ) ;
7
8 // Entry po in t f o r f unc t i on re turns
9 i n t r e tu rn_o f f s e t = __ o f f s e t ( ) ;
10 __ push ( rax ) ;
11 __ push ( rcx ) ;
12 __ push ( rdx ) ;
13 __ addl ( Address ( r15_thread ,

Thread : : j f r_randomcounter_of f set ( ) ) , ( int32_t )
1) ;

14 __ movptr ( r s c ra tch1 , Address ( r15_thread ,
Thread : : j f r_o r i g i na l_re tu rn_addr e s s_o f f s e t ( ) ) ) ;

15 __ push ( r s c r a t ch1 ) ;
16 address the_pc = __ pc ( ) ;
17 __ set_last_Java_frame ( rsp , rbp , the_pc ) ;
18 __ call_VM_leaf (
19 CAST_FROM_FN_PTR( address ,

SharedRuntime : : r e i n s t a l l _ j f r_b a r r i e r ) ,
20 r15_thread ) ;
21 __ reset_last_Java_frame ( true ) ;
22 __ pop ( r s c r a t ch1 ) ;
23 __ pop ( rdx ) ;
24 __ pop ( rcx ) ;
25 __ pop ( rax ) ;
26 __ jmp( r s c r a t ch1 ) ;
27
28 masm−>f l u s h ( ) ;
29
30 RuntimeStub∗ stub =

RuntimeStub : : new_runtime_stub ( " j f r_b lob " ,
&bu f f e r , r e tu rn_o f f s e t , 0 , NULL, true ) ;

31
32 _jfr_stack_trace_return_handler =

stub−>code_begin ( ) + r e tu rn_o f f s e t ;
33 _jfr_stack_trace_end = stub−>code_begin ( ) +

end_of f se t ;
34 }

data/barrier.cpp

Figure A.1: How the barrier is generated
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1 publ i c c l a s s Test {
2 i n t b = 0 ;
3 s t a t i c i n t depth = 30 ;
4
5 s t a t i c c l a s s TestEvent extends Event {}
6
7 publ i c s t a t i c void main ( St r ing . . . a rgs ) throws

IOException {
8 runThing ( ) ;
9 }
10
11 pr ivate s t a t i c void r e cu r s e ( ) throws IOException {
12 i f ( depth == 0) {
13 i n t a = 10 ;
14 a = foo ( a ) ;
15 depth = 10 ;
16 } e l s e {
17 depth −= 1 ;
18 r e cu r s e ( ) ;
19 }
20 }
21
22 pr ivate s t a t i c void runThing ( ) throws IOException {
23 try ( Recording r = new Recording ( ) ) {
24 r . s t a r t ( ) ;
25
26 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 40000000; i++) {
27 r e cu r s e ( ) ;
28 }
29 i n t b = 9 ;
30 b = f i i (b ) ;
31 r . stop ( ) ;
32 Path p = F i l e s . createTempFile ( " t e s t " , " . j f r " ) ;
33 r . dump(p) ;
34 }
35 }
36
37 pr ivate s t a t i c i n t f oo ( i n t a ) {
38 TestEvent e = new TestEvent ( ) ;
39 e . commit ( ) ;
40 return bar ( a ) ;
41 }
42
43 pr ivate s t a t i c i n t f i i ( i n t a ) {
44 TestEvent e = new TestEvent ( ) ;
45 e . commit ( ) ;
46 return a ;
47 }

data/report–code.java
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1 pr ivate s t a t i c i n t bar ( i n t a ) {
2 return baz ( a ) ;
3 }
4
5 pr ivate s t a t i c i n t baz ( i n t a ) {
6 a += 1 ;
7 TestEvent e = new TestEvent ( ) ;
8 e . commit ( ) ;
9 return buz ( a ) ;
10 }
11
12 pr ivate s t a t i c i n t buz ( i n t a ) {
13 a += 1 ;
14 return a ;
15 }
16
17 pr ivate s t a t i c f l o a t f f o o ( f l o a t a ) {
18 return f ba r ( a ) ;
19 }
20
21 pr ivate s t a t i c f l o a t f f i i ( f l o a t a ) {
22 TestEvent e = new TestEvent ( ) ;
23 e . commit ( ) ;
24 return a ;
25 }
26
27 pr ivate s t a t i c f l o a t f ba r ( f l o a t a ) {
28 return fbaz ( a ) ;
29 }
30
31 pr ivate s t a t i c f l o a t fbaz ( f l o a t a ) {
32 a += 1 ;
33 TestEvent e = new TestEvent ( ) ;
34 e . commit ( ) ;
35 return fbuz ( a ) ;
36 }
37
38 pr ivate s t a t i c f l o a t fbuz ( f l o a t a ) {
39 a += 1 ;
40 return a ;
41 }
42 }

data/report–code2.java

Figure A.2: An example of what kind of pure Java tests were being run
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avrora fop h2 jython luindex lusearch lusearch-fix pmd sunflow xalan
2464 243 3020 1542 477 901 1196 1054 3794 825
2465 260 3191 1520 471 1409 1234 1162 3402 868
2486 241 3661 1451 479 939 1189 1016 3411 1044
2505 268 3310 1493 473 1151 1138 1091 3519 1043
2461 234 3465 1424 471 1186 907 1048 3609 1028
2468 297 2923 1515 466 939 1207 912 3627 1023
2468 333 3647 1519 478 1246 915 921 3811 1054
2508 266 3487 1505 470 1128 1187 920 3560 852
2458 245 3173 1520 474 1140 893 1236 3477 1061
2507 231 3192 1429 471 1176 1195 984 3323 1029
2485 269 3375 1477 478 1139 879 991 3522 851
2499 262 3556 1479 475 1197 1119 1030 3322 1052
2516 280 3243 1435 477 1271 1130 926 3539 1070
2464 210 3677 1473 473 876 1182 904 3471 1059
2494 229 3499 1442 472 1150 1211 929 3480 1037
2431 356 3790 1467 475 1213 1212 950 3615 1031
2495 237 3479 1465 484 942 1215 1011 3760 859
2443 228 3389 1451 472 1248 929 1045 3618 1025
2488 287 3578 1468 470 1264 936 1097 3661 1082
2466 239 3484 2011 491 1210 1197 946 3622 1026

Table B.1: running the dacapo test on the original code
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avrora fop h2 jython luindex lusearch lusearch-fix pmd sunflower xalan
2469 315 3379 1491 484 908 1130 1067 3390 854
2462 215 3657 1478 485 1928 1258 1147 3517 833
2479 237 3308 1463 473 1046 897 1101 3442 1050
2491 237 3270 1456 468 1178 895 973 3522 1036
2475 275 3292 1446 478 931 1168 924 3550 1062
2459 246 3358 1449 484 1124 905 987 3837 825
2518 366 3557 1536 476 940 945 911 3473 1073
2462 237 3082 1463 481 911 1285 1062 3367 1115
2489 290 3579 1460 475 918 922 1133 3522 1099
2540 275 3570 1479 467 1155 1229 954 3352 1044
2483 298 3359 1454 488 1297 870 1054 3483 1031
2505 251 3221 1446 469 1218 1045 1012 3562 1089
2473 236 3229 1469 463 911 1140 1103 3615 1097
2445 231 3335 1489 466 928 1200 972 3461 853
2487 260 3625 1485 478 1257 925 1037 3541 1055
2485 348 3293 1497 467 899 1177 907 3580 826
2494 237 3255 1425 470 1205 1045 933 3652 1051
2505 257 3276 1443 476 1185 1155 982 3628 850
2508 228 3457 1446 469 894 1214 1103 3619 1022
2443 330 3470 1438 464 1230 1211 908 3581 1056

Table B.2: running the dacapo test on the barrier version
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